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Student-Centred Learning and Strategies for Active Participation 
ECU online course reference: PHOT 101 (Digital Photo)

• Formatting the course: 
-For classes like this one, I use a rather traditional weekly format.  Weekly forum discussions are they key interaction 
between the students and myself.  Although I direct the topics and content, the conversations are largely student-driven.
 -Instead of ‘over-delivering’ information through a text-based lecture model, I choose to give them lots of tasks to do outside 
the site.  This helps to break down the one-way hierarchy of teacher-to-student delivery.  I find they learn how to become 
independent learners this way. [reference: www.lynda.com]

• Outside Media: 
-Instead of textbooks, or straight lectures, I choose to integrate video textbooks like Lynda.com. This allows students to learn 
at their own pace, and addresses the different ways in which the ‘millennial’ generation learns.  I have seen comments from 
students about the ease at which they learn software and hardware (like digital cameras and photoshop) through these video 
tutorials, alongside going out into the world and shooting photos, then bringing them into the online classroom for discussion

• Discussion Forums: 
-They bring their experiences with the week’s tasks back into the discussion forums every week.  They learn from one 
another, and from having to explain their own process

 

• Student-centred critiques:
-Because I use the Forums for most discussions, I find the discussions around student work to be fuller, more thoughtful, and 
better planned than in the classroom.
-Because we are dealing with overwhelmingly visual learners in these art courses, there is a benefit to their being able to see 
the conversations.
-This is especially useful for feedback on their own artwork, as they can refer back to the conversations later
-Having to type out feedback for 18 other students over a week also pushes their visual literacy skills, and allows for more 
exploration in terms of reading artwork and images, and responding to one another’s interpretations.

http://www.lynda.com
http://www.lynda.com
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Recording and Archiving Dialogue/Creative Process
ECU online course reference: FNDT 109 (Visual Communication)

• “working through” (Freud) 
-I connect this to how one works through the creative process, how one tests out ideas, edits concept and form, 
and through this process actually learns more about why they are doing what they are doing

• both knowledge and self emerge in student-centred environment that embraces critical 
thinking 
-Online learning is initiated within a student-centred environment, as opposed to a set of ideas transmitted from 
an authoritative figure, yet this environment also provides a place for self-awareness developed through critical 
thinking

• the self emerges within dialogue (Bakhtin)

• “dialogue can be external, between two different people, or internal, between an earlier and 
later self” (Bakhtin, 1981)

• online forums can be a place for working through innovative concepts, both textual and visual

• online learning can create personalized knowledge

• example > online forums for creative process
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Recording and Archiving Dialogue/Creative Process
ECU online course reference: FNDT 109 (Visual Communication)

• Process in studio-based art courses, emphasizes how to think through an idea and edit, as opposed to 
jumping to the first solution
-for larger projects in this course, I designate a forum just for working through process 
-each student has to post brainstorming and rough work in advance of the final project deadline (sketches,  writings, 
artists’ work stuff from visual culture, experiments and rough drafts)

• Working through creative ideas involves being able to go back and forth in a non-linear manner
- conversations between an individual student and an instructor of an art class might sound quite abstract and 
fragmented, words mixed with sketches and hand gestures
- the online forums can actually record this creative process and archive it
- this mixed media account of the creative process can remain quite personal, something that is most often lost when the 
thoughts are translated into formal writing

• More time for reflection can lead to more insightful discussion 
-the Chats can be viewed by everyone and referenced anytime after
-they can also be cut and pasted into the forums for reference, allowing for even more insightful commentary
- here is a quote from this a student about the advantage of having time to reflect and comment outside of the classroom:

“Sometimes in face to face classes there is not enough actual time to spend adequate time on each project so critiquing can sometimes 
become very generalized and less specific to each person’s piece. Lots of time and effort goes into each piece that students create and I 
feel that the time and effort spent critiquing the piece should parallel this, the online environment achieved this better then any face to face 
art/design class I have taken. Of course all of that also depends on the instructor and students as well."
- Erica Hargreaves, Emily Carr online student, FNDT 109 Visual Communication, Spring 2008

• Summary: This use of online forums can be thought of as a journal or sketchbook that allows for a connection to the 
vast array of resources on the world wide web, an online dialogue that operates within a two-way system of 
communication (both in synchronous and asynchronous modes) yet can ultimately lead to individual awareness of the self 
through the process of working through



Wiki Ecology: Mutual Trust and Collective Effort 
• Leveraging Web 2.0
-adjusting attitudes and adapting practices

• Platforms for participation
-Examples like: Youtube, Bittorrent, Delicious, Digg, Facebook, Discussion forums & especially Wikipedia
-These are models for educational practice

• Perfectly reasonable mistrust
-Mistrust of “the media”
-Mistrust of information
-Mistrust of motives (profit, self interest)
-Mistrust of institutions
-Mistrust of hierarchy and power imbalance

• Should we project such misgivings onto the web?
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• The radical difference
-dependent on user-generated content
-non-hierarchical
-decentred control
-self regulating

• Trusting the process
-That freedom fosters creativity and knowledge
-Spontaneous self-regulation will emerge
-That students will self-select to volunteer skills and expertise
-That contributions will be recognized and rewarded

• Learn to recognize
-Principles of democracy rather than hierarchy
-Volunteerism rather than individual gain
-Freedom rather than restriction
-Bottom-up control rather than top-down
-Free sharing of knowledge and information rather than restrictive access
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Wiki Ecology: Mutual Trust and Collective Effort 
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Wiki Ecology: Mutual Trust and Collective Effort 

Wiki Ecology...

• Self-governing ecology of a networked wiki 
-Creates a student-led environment for discussion and knowledge 
-Control over the direction and duration of the process into the student's hands 

• Creates an atmosphere of:
-mutual trust 
-mutual responsibility & respect 
-collective effort
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Active Learners and Reconfiguring the Exchange of Knowledge 
• Focusing on changing learners is only one part of the puzzle
-to pick on the radical social changes that underline Jody’s, Heidi’s and Kyla’s presentation, i’d like to talk briefly about the 
social space of the classroom. i find that in many discussions of online learning the focus tends to fail on students and on 
new modes of content delivery. both are important, however, as we’ve heard, there are other issues at stake.

-for my perspective, i’d like to raise the question of active teachers, or better the project of education. obviously, 5 min. is 
not enough to go a topic of this magnitude. nor do i have any real answers as to what constitute a new project of 
education. i will say however that the work that i find most exciting, the work that is best facilitated by the use of 
networked learning are those that are practice-based and collaborative—i.e., rather than product-driven and individually 
focused.

• How do new technologies reconfigure the creation and exchange of knowledge?
-to echo heidi’s reference to bahktin’s writing on dialogic culture and more specifically to remember that for bakhtin the 
novel is both a new technology (teché) and a space. he argues that the multivocal, dialogic novel is the decendent of 
heteroglot carnival, the unruly space-time (chronotope) of the public square transformed into a portable—dare we call it 
mobile—device.

-in fact literary and media studies has a lot to offer when we think about the history of post-secondary education. the 
availability of inexpensive texts and a shift to english literature radically changed the universities, opening up the 
possibility of women and the working classes being able to enter post-secondary studies while creating opportunities for 
the creation of radically new knowledge about culture, memory, political representation, language and tradition.

-e.g., madness, murder and mayhem wiki
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Active Learners and Reconfiguring the Exchange of Knowledge 

• Where is the classroom
-i’d like to suggest that the classroom as such is no longer useful as the dominant organizational unit or in the world of 
online learning, a trope. the boundaries separating spaces inside a university and those outside have been irrevocably 
reconfigured by emergent technologic and social imperatives: digitial communication together with global mobilities 
(people, ideas, technologies).

-e.g., birmingham complaints choir (link)

• Avoiding cliches of the online classroom
-the idea that students are more tech savvy than instructors, while possibly true, leads to an over 
simplification of what is required to push online learning

-that f2f interactions are “more meaningful” than online chats

http://ourpractices.wordpress.com/2009/05/02/birmingham-complaints-choir/
http://ourpractices.wordpress.com/2009/05/02/birmingham-complaints-choir/
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• Student-Centred Learning and Strategies for Active Participation 
- tasks to do outside the site to develop independent learning
- learning at their own pace
- often more insightful discussions than in traditional classroom
- develop language skills

• Recording and Archiving Dialogue/Creative Process
- working through ideas and the self in relation to others
- a form of dialogue in which knowledge emerges
- importance of process vs final product > online format suits this
- testing out ideas in non-linear manner to refer to later

• Wiki Ecology: Mutual Trust and Collective Effort
- trusting the process
- benefit of community over self
- trusting a system that will give back to us
- simple technology

• Active Learners and Reconfiguring the Exchange of Knowledge
- understanding changing learners is only one part of the puzzle
- reconfiguring the creation and exchange of knowledge
- repositioning the classroom
- avoiding cliches

Summary:


